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                     In the ancient Chinese legends, there is a holy beast which knows everything about 

all of  the monsters, beasts and ghosts. It is the sample of  wisdom and luck. It is Bai Ze. 

                      Bai Ze is not that famous, but it still had particular records of  its appearance and 

stories. Bai Ze is a pure white lion with two horns on the head and ox of   goat. It also has a lot of  

eyes.  They have nine eyes in total — 3 on the head, and 3 on each of  its broad sides.  Bai Ze not 1

only brings luck and erases bad luck but also can speak human language and knows everything. 

                       There is one legend about Bai Ze and Huang Emperor. After being a emperor,   

Huang Emperor visited his territory as a trip, and in the east near the sea, Bai Ze came out and 

told him all the things about supernatural creatures. After that Huang Emperor recorded Bai Ze,  

the holy beast in a book with paintings called Bai Ze Tu ( but it is no longer exists).  2
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                       Another legend about Bai Ze is about the fight in the world of  god. There were 4 

of  legendary beasts ( Zhu Que ,  Bai Hu , Cang Long  and Xuan Wu)  did bad things in human 3 4 5 6

world. For saving human, the goddess, Nv Wa brought  another 4 beasts ( Qi Lin, Bai Xi, Teng 

She and Bai Ze)  to fight with them but finally failed. Bai Ze lost his magic power and forced to 

stay in human world. But Bai Ze still can make dead people be alive again, at the same time, the  

painting brush made of  the hair of   Bai Ze can restore ancient paintings.  7
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